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Abstract: The energy transfer from the three Trp residues at positions 8, 128, and 264 within the
human serum transferrin (hTF) N-lobe to the ligand to metal charge transfer band has been
investigated by monitoring changes in Trp fluorescence emission and lifetimes. The fluorescence
emission from hTF N-lobe is dominated by Trp264, as revealed by an 82% decrease in the
quantum yield when this Trp residue is absent. Fluorescence lifetimes were determined by
multifrequency phase fluorometry of mutants containing one or two Trp residues. Decays of these
samples are best described by two or three discrete lifetimes or by a unimodal Lorentzian
distribution. The discrete lifetimes and the center of the lifetime distribution for samples containing
Trp128 and Trp264 are affected by iron. The distribution width narrows on iron removal and is
consistent with a decrease in dynamic mobility of the dominant fluorophore, Trp264. Both the
quantum yield and the lifetimes are lower when iron is present, however, not proportionally. The
greater effect of iron on quantum yields is indicative of nonexcited state quenching, i.e., static
quenching. The results of these experiments provide quantitative data strongly suggesting that
Förster resonance energy transfer is not the sole source of Trp quenching in the N-lobe of hTF.
Keywords: time-resolved fluorescence; lifetime distribution; tryptophan fluorescence; FRET; human
serum transferrin
Introduction
Fluorescence spectroscopy is an extremely sensitive technique that has provided a wealth of insight into biological processes. Fluorescence can be monitored using either extrinsic (covalent or noncovalent) or intrinsic
(tryptophan, tyrosine, phenylalanine, flavin adenine dinucleotide, reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide,
etc) fluorophores.1–5 Spectroscopic characterization of a fluorophore’s excitation/emission spectra, quantum
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yield, polarization/anisotropy, and lifetime(s), provides critical information regarding the photophysics
of the system and the interactions of the fluorophore
with its environment.6,7 The exceptional sensitivity
of some fluorophores to changes in local environment has been exploited to monitor biological processes such as ligand binding, protein unfolding, and
protein-protein interaction.8–12 Although Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is the only fluorescence technique that provides direct structural information, conformational changes in biological
molecules can be inferred from alterations in a fluorophore’s emission properties. The nature of these
changes can only be determined if the molecular origins of the changes in fluorescence are identified.
Trp residues are the least common amino acid
in proteins and typically dominate the fluorescence
of a given protein.13,14 Hence, they are the most
commonly used intrinsic fluorophores. The fluorescence emission from Trp residues is extremely sensitive to changes in local environment (30-fold variation in quantum yield and 50 nm change in
emission maxima).15 As indicated earlier, this sensitivity has been exploited to monitor numerous biological processes; however, the inability to pinpoint
the causes of changes in the fluorescence yield limits
the informational content of such measurements.8,9,15,16 Further complications in interpretation of the changes in fluorescence at a molecular
level are added if there is more than one Trp in a
protein. In some cases, this complication can be circumvented by using site-directed mutagenesis to
generate single-Trp containing mutants allowing
assignment of spectral changes in the wild-type
(WT) protein to an individual Trp residue.9 However,
the well-known stabilizing effect of Trp residues on
protein structure sometimes precludes such a strategy.17 For example, mutation of one of the five Trp
residues in the C-lobe of human serum transferrin
(hTF), Trp358, apparently results in destabilization,
leading to very little protein expression.18
Another confounding problem associated with
Trp fluorescence is that often the lifetime decay of
even single-Trp containing proteins exhibits complex
patterns.9 Determination of the lifetime(s) of Trp
residues yields information about excited state interactions. Several models have been proposed to
describe the lifetime heterogeneity observed for individual Trp residues within proteins. The ‘‘classical
rotamer model’’ contends that different ground state
conformers of Trp, which exist on a longer timescale
than the lifetime of the excited state, have different
interactions within the protein matrix, thus producing distinct lifetimes.19,20 More recently, Rolinski
et al.21 have presented a Langevin-equation based
refinement of the rotamer model to account for
observed nonexponentiality of Trp lifetimes. The
‘‘solvent/spectral relaxation model’’ suggests that the
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heterogeneity is due to the increase in the dipole
moment of the excited state that produces shortlived ‘‘blue’’ and long-lived ‘‘red’’ species that combine
to produce the steady-state emission.22 Although
knowledge of the lifetimes can provide valuable information on the environment surrounding Trp residues, interpretation of results from these studies
has been hindered by the complexity of the decay
data.
Changes in the intrinsic fluorescence emission of
hTF have been used to provide insight into the mechanism of iron binding/release and the association of
hTF with the specific transferrin receptor.23,24 Physiologic transport of iron (and possibly other metals) in
humans occurs primarily through binding of hTF to
its receptor and endocytosis of the complex.25 Like
all members of this family, hTF is a single-chain
polypeptide (679 amino acids) that folds to form two
homologous iron-binding lobes termed the N- and Clobe.26 These lobes are further subdivided into two
subdomains, NI/NII and CI/CII, which are connected
by a hinge forming a central cavity suitable for iron
binding. In each lobe, four protein ligands (Asp63,
Tyr95, Tyr188, and His249 hTF N-lobe numbering)
and two oxygen ligands from the synergistic anion
carbonate provide high affinity iron coordination in a
distorted octahedral geometry.27
The isolated hTF N-lobe (residues 1–337) can be
recombinantly expressed in large quantities and has
been shown to be structurally equivalent to the Nlobe of full-length hTF.28,29 Iron binding to the hTF
N-lobe causes a 3-fold reduction in the intrinsic
fluorescence emission.30 The quenching of the intrinsic fluorescence has been modeled as excited state
energy transfer (or FRET) from the Trp residues to
an absorption band created by iron binding.31 This
ligand to metal charge transfer (LMCT) band, which
is observed in the visible region (centered at 470 nm)
and in the UV (250–400 nm), results when the
p-orbitals of the liganding Tyr residues merge with
the d-orbital of the iron atom creating a new orbital
delocalized between the Tyr and iron.32 To investigate how each residue is affected by iron coordination, the three Trp residues, located at positions 8,
128, and 264 (Fig. 1), were mutated to create a full
array of double and single-Trp containing
mutants.30,34 In our previous work, kinetic analysis
of iron release (carried out by monitoring the
increase in Trp fluorescence) at pH 5.6 (in the presence of the chelator ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA) and absence of salt) from the hTF N-lobe
and the Trp mutants, yielded biphasic kinetics that
was modeled as (1) iron release and (2) conformational relaxation.34 If FRET is the only source of
quenching, a single fluorescent event should be
observed. The biphasic kinetics of iron release indicate that one or more of the three the Trp residues
undergo changes in quantum yield associated with

Excited-State Lifetimes of Trp in hTF N-Lobe

Figure 1. Crystal structures of hTF N-lobe in both the iron
bound (A [PDB ID: 1A8E]) and apo (B [PDB ID: 1BP5])
states showing the location of each of the three Trp
residues (highlighted in red) and the large conformational
change in the N-lobe associated with iron removal. This
figure was made using PyMol.33 [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at
www.interscience.wiley.com.]

structural alterations during cleft opening (i.e.,
enhanced interaction with nearby residues).
Since its first description in 1969, the prevailing
dogma for the mechanism of Trp quenching in ironbound hTF is FRET between the Trp residues and
the LMCT absorbance band.31,35,36 Even though the
quenching of intrinsic fluorescence has been proposed to be FRET (an excited-state process), no
direct information about the excited state for the
individual Trp residues of the hTF N-lobe is available. In this work, steady-state emission spectra,
quantum yields and polarizations of WT hTF N-lobe,
single point Trp mutants (W8Y, W128Y, and
W264Y), and double Trp mutants in which only the
Trp indicated remains (W8, W128, and W264) were
determined with and without iron bound. Excitedstate lifetimes were obtained for the WT protein and
each of the six mutants in the apo and iron-bound
state using multifrequency phase and modulation fluorometry. The efficiency of energy transfer to the
LMCT band was calculated for each Trp residue based
on spectral data from each mutant (assuming that the
changes in spectral properties were solely due to
FRET). Excited-state lifetimes for Trp128 and Trp264
indicate substantial differences in their local environments between apo and iron-bound states, clearly
demonstrating non-FRET mediated changes in the
quantum yield of these residues. Because the quantum yield and lifetime changes upon iron release are
not proportional, we propose that ground state interactions, such as static quenching by iron coordination,
account for a portion of the fluorescence quenching.

Results
Excitation polarization
The ratio of polarization when samples are excited
at 295–305 nm (selective excitation of Trp) and 270–
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275 nm (excitation of Tyr and Trp) provides an
approximation of energy transfer among aromatic
amino acids. This polarization ratio has been found
to be 1.4–1.5 in proteins that do not undergo TyrTrp energy transfer.12 When energy transfer takes
place between these residues (which decreases the
polarization observed from the Trp due to non-alignment of the donor and acceptor dipoles), this ratio
increases to 1.7–2.0.12,37,38 The 300/275 polarization
ratio was determined for each hTF N-lobe construct
to determine whether energy transfer from Tyr to
Trp residues occurs in this protein. The ratios of apo
and iron-bound WT hTF N-lobe is 1.37 and 1.42,
respectively. The ratios for the single (W8Y, W128Y,
and W264Y) and double (W8, W128, and W264)
mutants ranges between 1.36 and 1.55 in the apo
form and 1.17–1.70 in iron-bound protein. The ironbound single mutant W264Y has a ratio of 1.70
strongly indicating that Tyr-Trp energy transfer is
likely taking place in this mutant. Therefore, we
selected 300 nm as the excitation wavelength to
avoid this transfer and any possible contamination
of Tyr in the emission scans and during lifetime
decay analysis.

Steady-state Trp fluorescence/quantum yields
Fluorescence emission spectra for apo and ironbound WT hTF N-lobe, and the single (W8Y, W128Y,
and W264Y) and double (W8, W128, and W264) Trp
mutants are shown in Supp Figure 1. The emission
intensities that are plotted were normalized to the
calculated quantum yield (U) values (Table I). A center of mass calculation (Table I) was also used
because the spectra for the iron containing samples
were very broad, making it difficult to specify kmax
with certainty. Reporting both the center of mass as
well as the change in kmax also provides more information because changes in the bandwidth and/or
spectral shape are taken into account.39
Comparison of the Trp fluorescence spectral parameters (kmax and center of mass) for each Trp mutant to the WT N-lobe reveals that the W8Y, W128Y
single mutants, and the W128 double mutant all
have similar emission spectra (in both iron-bound
and iron-free states), whereas the W264Y single mutant, W8, and the W264 double mutants show large
differences in one or both states (Fig. 2 and Table I).
Interestingly, in contrast to the other samples, the
W8 mutant (missing both Trp128 and Trp264) spectrum does not reach the baseline beyond 380 nm
(see Discussion section). Analysis of the iron-bound
and apo emission spectra demonstrates that iron removal produces a 3-nm blue shift (184 cm1) in the
WT hTF N-lobe. Those mutants containing Trp128
undergo the largest shifts in kmax and center of
mass. Specifically, the W264Y mutant undergoes a
14-nm blue shift and 803 cm1 change in the center
of mass. Consistent with previously reported
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Table I. Fluorescence Parameters for hTF N-Lobe, Single, and Double Trp Mutants Excited at 300 nm
hTF N-lobe
WT (apo)
WT (Fe)
W8Y (apo)
W8Y (Fe)
W128Y (apo)
W128Y (Fe)
W264Y (apo)
W264Y (Fe)
W8 (apo)
W8 (Fe)
W128 (apo)
W128 (Fe)
W264 (apo)
W264 (Fe)
a
b

kmax
(nm)

Center of
mass (cm1)

333
336
333
334
335
333
330
344
336
340
332
338
337
338

28881
28694
28734
28369
28566
28506
28102
27299
27615
27585
28258
28065
28599
28554

% Difference
(steady-state)b

Ua
0.025
0.006
0.029
0.007
0.017
0.007
0.005
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.020
0.010
0.025
0.010

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

0.001
0.001
0.002
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

292
327
131
223
20
102
156

Average of at least three different experiments.
Calculated from 100  [UApo  Uiron]/Uiron.

observations,30,34 mutants with Trp8 (W8) and
Trp264 (W128Y and W264) show relatively small
changes in emission spectra associated with iron
release.
In transitioning from iron bound to apo, the U
value of WT N-lobe increases by 292%, and the three
single mutants W8Y, W128Y, and W264Y increase
by 327%, 131%, and 223%, respectively, whereas the
W8 double mutant decreases by 20% and the double
mutants W128 and W264 increase by 102% and

156%. These values deviate slightly from previously
reported changes obtained using 280 and 295 nm excitation.30,34 Summation of the U values of the three
double mutants, containing only Trp8, Trp128, and
Trp264, does not equal that of the apo WT hTF Nlobe. Introduction of multiple Trp mutations likely
cause local perturbations around the remaining Trp
residues, slightly altering their interaction with
their respective microenvironments (Table I). It is
clear that the single Trp mutants W8Y, W128Y and

Figure 2. Steady-state emission spectra of iron bound (A) and apo (B) WT and the three single point Trp mutants. Overlay of
the WT N-lobe and the three double mutants in iron bound (C) and apo (D) states. Emission scans were generated using 300 nm
as the excitation wavelength and monitoring between 310 and 450 nm.
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W264Y most accurately represent the Trp in their
native environment.

Fluorescence lifetimes
Phase and modulation lifetimes for each N-lobe mutant in the apo and iron-bound conformation were
determined at 15 different frequencies ranging from
35 to 300 MHz. The apo conformation of the WT
hTF N-lobe shows a shift of the phase and modulation data to lower frequencies [SupFig1. (A)], demonstrating an increase in excited state lifetime, similar
to what is observed for the steady-state data. As
described in the Materials and Methods section, the
data were analyzed using Globals software (Laboratory of Fluorescence Dynamics, UC Irvine) to fit to a
single, double, and triple exponential decay (with a
small scattering component) to obtain fi (fractional
contribution to the total intensity), ai (pre-exponentials), and si [Table II and SupFig. 1(B–G)].
Although data from some of the constructs fit well to
a double exponential decay, the iron-bound single
mutant W264Y and the double mutants W8 and
W128 (iron-bound) fit better to a triple exponential
function.
Fitting to an exponential model assumes that
the Trp residues are emitting from a single protein
conformation(s).9 Alternatively, as detailed in the
introduction,40,41 Trp lifetimes can be analyzed as
continuous distributions rather than as discrete
emitting species, potentially providing information
on local conformation and dynamics.12,42,43 Thus, as
shown in Table III, each mutant can be modeled by
a single Lorentzian distribution with one discrete
component with reduced chi-squared values similar
to the double and triple exponential models. The
center of the distribution for iron bound WT is 1.45
ns with a width of 1.34 ns. The absence of iron leads
to a shift in the distribution, with the center at 3.34
ns and the width decreasing to 0.83 ns [Table III
and Fig. 3(A)]. Significantly, the lifetime distribution
of any mutant containing Trp264 undergoes large
decreases in the width associated with iron removal.

undergo little energy transfer (ECalc ¼ 0.11) when
iron is present, and the spectral data confirm that
no quenching of this residue takes place in the
presence of iron. Any change in the spectral properties of the double mutant W8 is likely to result
from photodegradation products, such as disulfide
reduction (see Discussion section). Trp128, located
in the iron binding cleft (Fig. 1), is predicted to be
the most affected by iron binding and therefore, to
undergo the most energy transfer to the iron binding center (ECalc ¼ 0.77). However, the experimental efficiencies (0.51 and 0.38) were considerably
lower than the calculated efficiency. Although
Trp264 is furthest away from the iron binding center (21 Å) (Fig. 1), we have clearly shown that its
fluorescence emission is quenched when iron is
bound.34 The efficiency of energy transfer of this
residue to the LMCT band is predicted to be 0.20;
however, experimental efficiencies of 0.61 and 0.36
are obtained using steady-state and lifetime data.
With the assumption that Trp8 is weakly fluorescent and not contributing to the change in the
emission on iron binding, we analyzed the FRET efficiency of the single mutants W128Y and W264Y
assuming that they more accurately represent
Trp264 and Trp128, respectively. The results of this
analysis are presented in Table IV. The predicted
energy transfer from Trp128 (W264Y) is almost half
of what is predicted from the double mutant containing only Trp128 (0.43 vs. 0.77). Efficiencies of 0.68
and 0.51 were found for this mutant under steadystate and lifetime conditions. The theoretically calculated efficiency for Trp264 in the W128Y mutant,
(ECalc ¼ 0.12), was significantly lower than the
observed values (0.57 and 0.24 for steady-state and
lifetime data, respectively). Similar to their double
mutant counterparts, W128Y and W264Y had higher
efficiencies of energy transfer when the steady-state
data was compared to the time-resolved results.

Discussion

Fe-FRET efficiency

Interpretation of quantum yields
of hTF N-lobe mutants

The quenching of Trp residues by iron bound to hTF
has been proposed to be due to FRET between the
Trp residues and the iron-Tyr LMCT band.31 The
Förster distance (R0) for each Trp residue was calculated based on the overlap of their fluorescence
emission (in the absence of iron) and their LMCT
when iron is bound. The distance between each Trp
residue and the iron center was determined from
the iron-bound crystal structure (Table IV). Calculated
efficiencies based on steady-state data [Eq. (4)], lifetime data [Eq. (5)], and structural data [Eq. (6)]
are presented in Table IV, with the assumption
that any change in spectral data is due to energy
transfer. Based on its location, Trp8 is predicted to

The total U value of all three Trp residues in the isolated iron free hTF N-lobe is 0.025 6 0.001. This
extremely low U suggests that all of the Trp are efficiently quenched even in the absence of metal binding. Trp8 is located in a hydrophobic box surrounded
by two disulfide bonds (Cys9/Cys48 and Cys19/
Cys39) and has been shown to interact with two
water molecules [Fig. 4(A)]. Continuous excitation of
the mutant containing only Trp8 (W8) at 295 nm
leads to an enhancement in the fluorescence emission, which led to the hypothesis that Trp8 interacts
with and stabilizes these disulfide bonds.34 Disulfide
bonds have been shown to quench Trp fluorescence
via excited state electron transfer.16 The Trp8
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Table II. Discrete Lifetime Analysis of Each Mutant With and Without Irona
hTF N-lobe
WT (apo)
WT (Fe)
W8Y (apo)
W8Y (Fe)
W128Y (apo)
W128Y (Fe)
W264Y (apo)
W264Y (Fe)
W8 (apo)
W8 (Fe)
W128 (apo)
W128 (Fe)
W264 (apo)
W264 (Fe)

s1 (ns)

s2 (ns)

s3 (ns)

a1

a2

a3

save Ampl. (ns)

v2

3.92
4.44
4.13
4.95
4.02
5.95
4.75
7.81
7.69
5.51
4.78
5.64
4.34
5.01

1.61
1.23
1.66
1.33
1.37
1.44
1.58
2.58
3.28
2.26
1.37
1.94
1.32
1.29

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
0.36
0.84
0.53
—
0.26
—
—

0.60
0.10
0.59
0.13
0.67
0.21
0.20
0.03
0.04
0.15
0.32
0.15
0.61
0.20

0.40
0.90
0.41
0.87
0.33
0.79
0.80
0.23
0.29
0.30
0.68
0.27
0.39
0.80

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
0.74
0.66
0.55
—
0.58
—
—

2.99
1.55
3.12
1.80
3.15
2.39
2.21
1.09
1.82
1.80
2.46
1.52
3.16
2.03

2.73
1.20
3.21
2.17
3.15
2.24
2.60
1.27
3.10
1.24
2.88
0.96
2.29
1.25

A fixed value for the standard errors of the phase and modulation (0.3 and 0.006 for phase angle and demodulation ratio,
respectively) were used when analyzing the data.

a

construct has an extremely low U value (0.003) and
shows minimal change in emission when removed by
mutation (the W8Y mutant). Consistent with our previous conclusions, this residue contributes minimally
to the overall fluorescence emission.30,34
Trp128 resides deep within the iron binding
cleft and is nearest to the iron binding center (Fig. 1).
We predict that the fluorescence from the W264Y
single mutant is originating almost entirely from
Trp128. If this is the case, then Trp128 in this
context shows a 4-fold enhancement (apo protein)
in its fluorescence signal upon mutation of Trp8
(the difference between the W264Y single mutant
and the W128 double mutant). Although energy
transfer between Trp residues can decrease fluorescence emission, Trp8 and Trp128 would not be predicted to undergo energy transfer because the critical transfer distance for Trp homotransfer is
approximately 6 to 12 Å44 but they are separated
by 20–30 Å in the apo and iron bound state,
respectively.38 A more likely explanation is that

mutation of Trp8 produces alterations in the structure, resulting from its interactions with the disulfide bonds, and causes subtle changes in the
microenvironment of Trp128. This destabilizing
effect has been previously observed as indicated by
a difference in the rate constant from iron release
of each mutant.34 We suggest that the actual U
value of Trp128 in WT hTF N-lobe is more accurately reflected by the W264Y construct (0.005).
Examination of the residues surrounding
Trp128 provides some insight into its low U value.
Two residues, His119 and Asn129, have been identified as possible quenchers of Trp128 [Fig 4(B)].
His119 lies 6 Å away from Trp128 (in both states)
and mutational studies (H119A and H119Q) have
proven that this residue contributes to the low U of
Trp128.30 Quenching of Trp fluorescence by protonated histidines has been documented by a mechanism involving ground state interaction.16 The dO of
Asn129 lies parallel to the indole side chain of
Trp128 and 4 Å away from the NH group and

Table III. Analysis of Lifetime Data With a Lorentzian Distribution and One Discrete (D) Componenta
F1

Center (ns)

Width (ns)

F2

D (ns)

v2

0.98
0.99
0.93
0.99
0.93
0.72
0.98
0.68
0.84
0.84
0.91
0.91
0.92
0.69

3.34
1.45
3.59
1.78
3.85
4.47
2.43
3.23
3.18
3.36
3.28
3.59
4.10
3.60

0.83
1.34
0.89
1.91
0.28
1.72
1.76
1.36
2.12
2.22
2.17
2.28
0.36
1.93

0.02
0.01
0.07
0.01
0.08
0.28
0.02
0.32
0.16
0.16
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.31

0.53
0.001
1.67
0.001
0.79
0.96
0.58
0.25
0.49
0.33
0.71
0.31
0.82
1.03

2.55
1.19
2.15
1.97
1.88
2.81
1.72
2.73
2.32
1.54
1.95
2.00
2.12
3.30

hTF N-lobe
WT (apo)
WT (Fe)
W8Y (apo)
W8Y (Fe)
W128Y (apo)
W128Y (Fe)
W264Y (apo)
W264Y (Fe)
W8 (apo)
W8 (Fe)
W128 (apo)
W128 (Fe)
W264 (apo)
W264 (Fe)

A fixed value for the standard errors of the phase and modulation (0.3 and 0.006 for phase angle and demodulation ratio,
respectively) were used when analyzing the data.

a
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Figure 3. Lorentzian distribution of apo and iron bound lifetimes overlaid with the discrete components: (A) WT N-lobe, (B)
W8Y, (C) W128Y, (D) W264Y, (E) W8, (F) W128, and (G) W264. Each Lorentzian distribution was calculated with one discrete
component.
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Table IV. Förster Resonance Energy Transfer Parameters of Trp (donor) and Iron-Tyr (acceptor)
Trp residue
W8
W128
W264
W264Y
W128Y

UD

J(k) (1015 cm3M1)

R0 (Å)a

R (Å)

E(SS)b

E(LT)c

E(Calc)d

0.003
0.020
0.025
0.005
0.017

5.42
5.03
4.24
5.23
4.69

11.4
16.0
16.2
12.4
15.1

16
13
21
13
21

0.27
0.51
0.61
0.68
0.57

0.01
0.38
0.36
0.51
0.24

0.11
0.77
0.20
0.43
0.12

a

j2 assumed to be 2/3.
Calculated from steady-state data using Eq. (4).
c
Calculated from discrete lifetime data (Table 2) using Eq. (5).
d
Calculated from Eq. (6). Distances between Trp residues (1LA transitions) and the iron center were determined from the
iron-bound crystal structure of hTF N-lobe (PDB 1A8E).
b

could either quench Trp128 via electron transfer or
stabilize the charge transfer state with its amide
backbone. Changes in solvent accessibility around
Trp128 could also contribute to its fluorescence emission. A water molecule is in close proximity to the
indole in the apo state and interacts with the eNH
group of the indole on iron binding [Fig. 4(B)]. Trp
interactions with water have been shown to have
profound affects on fluorescence emission.45,46 Any
(or all) of these factors undoubtedly influence and
stabilize the charge transfer state of Trp128 reducing the effective quantum yield.15,46,47
Located on the surface on a-helix-9 of the NI subdomain, Trp264 contributes the most to the emission
spectra (5-fold decrease in U in W264Y) (Table I).
Like Trp128, the difference between the U of

W128Y (emission solely from Trp264) and the double mutant W264 is probably due to structural
alterations that occur when Trp8 is mutated. The
quenching mechanism for this residue is difficult to
assign, because the indole ring is sandwiched
between two residues, Lys304 and Asn268 [Fig.
4(C)]. The fNH of Lys304 lies 4.5 Å away from the
pyrrole ring and could quench the fluorescence by
excited-state proton transfer.16 The Asn268 lies close
to the indole ring of Trp264 with several water molecules surrounding it and could serve to quench the
fluorescence of Trp264 through electron transfer.

Lifetime analysis
Iron binding clearly reduces the intrinsic protein fluorescence intensity of the N-lobe of hTF. This

Figure 4. Positions of hTF N-lobe Trp from apo (PDB ID: 1BP5) and iron bound (1A8E) structures. (A) Close-up view of Trp8
surrounded by two disulfide bonds (Cys9/Cys48 and Cys19/Cys39), Val60, Thr61, and Phe295 and two water molecules (red
spheres). (B) Close-up view of the change in local environment of Trp128 in the iron bound and apo states. (C) Close-up view
of the local environment of Trp264. This figure was made using PyMol.33 [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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reduction in intensity is also accompanied by a reduction in the average fluorescence lifetime (Tables II
and III, Sup Fig. 1 and Fig. 3). Even in the case of
the mutants retaining a single Trp residue, the lifetime data does not fit well to a single, discrete exponential decay. This result is not surprising, because
most single Trp containing proteins exhibit complex
lifetime decays.48 As shown in Figure 3 and Table III,
the results for the single Trp constructs of both apo
and iron-bound hTF N-lobe fit reasonably well to Lorentzian distributions, which reflects not only the
intrinsic excited state lifetime of the Trp residue but
also the dynamics of that residue as it samples different protein environments in both the ground and
excited state.41 Interestingly, the distribution profile
for the apo versus iron containing W128Y and W264
becomes very narrow [Fig. 3(C,G)], indicating that
the dynamics of this residue are significantly altered.
As described by Alcala et al.,43 more complex distributions, including skewed-Lorentzian models, may
be a more appropriate way to consider Trp residues
within a protein. However, caution is warranted in
interpreting lifetimes, per se, regardless of the analysis. In transitioning from apo to iron-bound the overall structures of these proteins are markedly different, with the subdomains undergoing a 63
movement. Thus the precise environment of each Trp
residue is likely to differ, resulting in different
excited state lifetime parameters and altered U
values.

FRET analysis
The single point mutants W128Y and W264Y and
the double mutants W128 and W264 all have higher
efficiencies of energy transfer from the steady-state
data compared to the time-resolved data. Although
quenching by a FRET process by the iron is certainly possible, as shown by calculations of the R0’s
and average distances of donor and acceptor (Table
IV), it is probably not reasonable to assume that a
simple FRET model can account for the excited state
properties of the iron-bound form of the protein.
Therefore, we conclude that conformational changes
associated with cleft closure cause these residues to
form ground state complexes with the protein matrix
and/or iron binding may function as a static
quencher. Both of the proposed events would cause a
decrease in the steady-state emission of the Trp residues without causing a change in the excited-state
lifetimes. The lifetime distribution profiles show a
broad distribution of Trp conformations in the ironbound state which likely produce alternate quenching/FRET patterns among the different conformers.
Such a distribution would mean that some states
are more efficient in energy transfer and/or alternative quenching, whereas other conformers would
produce less efficient quenching from FRET or other
processes.
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Materials and Methods
Materials
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium-Ham F-12
nutrient mixture, antibiotic-antimycotic solution
(100), and trypsin were from the GIBCO-BRL Life
Technologies Division of Invitrogen. Fetal bovine serum was obtained from Atlanta Biologicals. Ultroser
G is a serum replacement from Pall BioSepra (Cergy,
France). The QuikChange mutagenesis kit and
pBluescriptII were from Stratagene. Methotrexate
from Bedford laboratories was used for selection of
plasmid containing cells. All tissue culture dishes
and flasks, and Corning expanded surface roller bottles, were obtained from Fisher Scientific. Ultracel
30 kDa MWCO microcentrifuge devices were from
Amicon. Ni-NTA resin came from Qiagen. Hi-prep
26/60 Sephacryl S-200HR was obtained from Amersham Pharmacia. EDTA was from the Mann
Research Laboratories Inc. NTA and ferrous ammonium sulfate were from Sigma.

Mutagenesis, protein expression, and
purification of hTF N-lobe and
tryptophan mutants
All Trp-Tyr mutations were introduced into the
pNUT vector coding for the hTF N-lobe (residues 1–
337) using the QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit.30,34 The mutagenic primers used to create
the single (W8Y, W128Y, and W264Y) and double
Trp mutations (W8, W128, and W264) in the hTF Nlobe have been previously described.30,34,49 Incorporation of the mutagenic plasmid, protein expression,
and purification followed our standard protocol.34,50

Steady-state fluorescence emission and
quantum yield determination
Steady-state emission spectra were obtained for each
hTF N-lobe construct using a Quantamaster Spectrofluorimeter (Photon Technology International,
South Brunswick NJ).34 Quantum yields (U) of each
sample were determined using a L-tryptophan
standard (U ¼ 0.14).51 Samples were excited at 300
nm, and emission scans were monitored from 310 to
450 nm, using slit widths of 5 nm (excitation) and
5 nm (emission). The excitation wavelength was
polarized parallel to the laboratory axis, and emission wavelength was observed through two polarizer
settings: (1) parallel and (2) perpendicular. Total fluorescence intensity was obtained using the equation:
IT ¼ III þ 2I?

(1)

where Ik and I? are the fluorescence intensities
observed through parallel and perpendicular polarizers, respectively.11 All spectra were corrected for
Raman scattering and background fluorescence by
subtraction of the appropriate buffer blank. Iron
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containing protein (3 lM, A300 0.05) was added to a
cuvette (1.8 mL final volume) containing 100 mM
HEPES buffer, pH 7.4, at 20 C and gently stirred
with a small magnetic stir bar. The concentration for
each construct, apo and iron bound, was determined
using the molar absorption coefficients previously
reported.34,52 Apo protein was generated by adding
the identical amount of iron protein to 100 mM MES,
pH 5.6 containing 4mM EDT, and equilibrating for
20 minutes (room temperature) before addition to a
cuvette, stirring at 20 C. Three steady-state emission
scans were collected and averaged. Individual Uprot
were calculated using the following equation51:

Uprot ¼ UTrp 

Iprot
ITrp






1  10AðTrpÞ
1  10AðprotÞ


(2)

UTrp is the quantum yield of the L-tryptophan standard (0.14), Iprot and ITrp are the integrated fluorescence intensities [area under the curve for IT from
Eq. (1)] of mutant and L-tryptophan standard and
Aprot and ATrp are the absorbance of the mutant and
L-tryptophan standard at the excitation wavelength
300 nm.

Polarization studies
Steady-state fluorescence measurements were conducted on an ISS PC1 (ISS Inc., Champaign, IL)
steady-state fluorimeter using a Xenon lamp as the
excitation source with excitation and emission slit
widths of 8 nm and long pass 330 nm emission filters. Apo and iron bound protein (10 lM) was
maintained at 20 C. Emission spectra were recorded
with the emission polarizer vertically oriented and
were corrected for instrument response parameters.
Total emission intensity [Eq. (1)] was measured by
exciting with vertically polarized light at 275 nm or
300 nm and recording both the parallel and perpendicular emission intensities sequentially.

Multifrequency phase and modulation
fluorometry experiments
Frequency domain experiments were conducted on an
ISS Chronos Fluorometer using IFR 2023 frequency
synthesizers and a 300-nm LED as the excitation light
source (reviewed in Ref. 53). P-terphenyl (Sigma) dissolved in spectroscopic grade ethanol (Sigma) was
used as the lifetime reference. Modulation frequencies
were chosen such that the phase delay stayed within
the range of 15 –75 . Two 330-nm long pass filters
were used as emission filters for each lifetime measurement. Data were analyzed to multiexponential
functions to obtain discrete lifetimes and a Lorentzian
distribution model using Globals software (E. Gratton, Laboratory of Fluorescence Dyanmics). Preexponential values were obtained from the fractional fluorescence intensity (f) using the equation:
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ai  si
fi ¼ P
ai  s i

(3)

where ai is the preexponential (amplitude) of the
decay associated with the lifetime component si. All
fluorescence measurements were made using 10
lM protein concentration in 10  4 mm quartz cuvettes (Starna Cells Inc., CA) at 20 C.

Förster resonance energy transfer
between Trp-LMCT
The efficiency of energy transfer (E) in hTF N-lobe
was experimentally determined from the decrease in
Trp fluorescence (as a result of iron binding) monitored by steady-state (ESS) and time-resolved (ELT)
data and calculated from the equations:



FDA
FD


sDA
¼1
sD

ESS ¼ 1 

(4)

ELT

(5)

where FD, FAD, sD, and sDA are the fluorescence
emission and lifetimes from the donor (Trp) in the
absence and presence of the acceptor (LMCT),
respectively. The efficiency of energy transfer can
also be determined based on the distance separating
the donor and acceptor molecule:
E¼

ðR60

R60
þ R6 Þ

(6)

where R0 is the distance at which 50% of the energy
is transferred between donor and acceptor. This distance, typically referred to as Förster distance, is
calculated using the equation:
R0 ¼ 9:78  103  ½j2 n4 /D JðkÞð1=6Þ ðM1 cm3 Þ

(7)

where n is the refractive index of the medium (taken
as 1.47), UD is the quantum yield of the donor in the
absence of the acceptor, and J(k) is the overlap integral, which is calculated from the absorption spectra
of the acceptor and the fluorescence emission. To calculate J(k), the absorption spectra was normalized
to the molar absorptivity of the acceptor and the fluorescence emission of the donor was normalized to
have an integrated area of 1. The geometric orientation factor (j2) is assumed to be 2/3 due to the isotropic symmetry of the transition of the acceptor to
the donor.

Conclusion
The long-standing idea that FRET completely
accounts for Trp fluorescence quenching by iron has
been critically evaluated by steady-state and timeresolved measurements. The three Trp residues of
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hTF (8, 128, and 264) were mutated to create constructs containing either two Trp residues or a single Trp residue(s). Although the mutants containing
only one Trp residue would seem to provide the best
information regarding the photophysics of individual
Trp in the hTF N-lobe, spectral data suggest that
mutation of Trp8 produces slight alterations in the
local environment of the remaining two Trp residues. Therefore, the single Trp mutants W128Y and
W264Y (each containing two remaining Trp residues) seem to provide the most accurate depiction of
emission from Trp264 and Trp128, respectively. We
suggest that a number of interactions with neighboring residues and the solvent matrix of each Trp residue are responsible for the low U value of the WT
hTF N-lobe. Lifetime analysis reveals dramatic differences in the microenvironment around Trp264,
which will influence its U of apo and iron-bound
forms. This study provides quantitative evidence for
alternative quenching mechanisms associated with
metal binding to hTF N-lobe.
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